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ABSTRACT 
This paper is concerned with the Hermite polynomials in symmetric and rectangu- 
lar matrix argument and the Laguerre polynomials in symmetric matrix argument, 
which are associated with the symmetric and rectangular matrix-variate normal 
distributions and the Wishart distribution, respectively. We derive the rdtioariate 
Rd-igtre~s fonda (a differential equation) for each of the two kinds of Hermite 
polynomials, with respect to the associating p.d.f., and the ~~rtioarinte deferential 
operator, i.e., the zonal polynomial in the matrix of differential operators, which plays 
the role of the ordinary differential. The multivariate Rodrigues formulae are useful in 
asymptotic multivariate distribution theory for matrix variates. We consider the 
general forms of the series (Edgeworth) expansions for distributions of both symmet- 
ric and rectangular random matrices, and then give an asymptotic (Edgeworth) 
expansion for the distribution of a scale mixture matrix, as a simple example. As for 
the Laguerre polynomials, alternative forms of differential equations are derived. We 
also present series expansions and recurrence relationships for the Hermite and 
Laguerre polynomials, and some limit properties of the Laguerre polynomials. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we investigate properties of two kinds of Hermite polyno- 
mials in symmetric and rectangular matrix argument, and Laguerre polynomi- 
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als in symmetric matrix argument, which are associated with the symmetric 
and rectangular matrix-variate normal distributions and with the Wishart 
distribution, respectively. 
An m X m symmetric random matrix X is said to have the m X m 
symmetric matrix-variate standard normal N,), ,,,(O, I,,,) distribution if the 
probability density function (p.d.f.), with respect to the Lebesgue measure 
dX = n,q./.,,, cEr,ir, X = (xjr), is 
2”““‘- I)/4 
q’““(X) = 
(2r) 
mO11+1)/4 etr -g : 
i i 
(1.1) 
where etr A = exp(tr A). The Hermite polynomials H’““(X), K F k = 
0, 1, . . . , constitute the complete system of orthogonal pol;omials associated 
with the N,,,,,,(O, I,,,) distribution. Here, K t k denotes that K is an ordered 
partition of an integer k into not more than nz parts; K = (k, , k,, . , k,,,), 
k, ak, > a-0 2 k,,, > 0, E,;l,, kj = k. The N ,,,,,, (0, I,,,) distribution is de- 
fined as a limit of the \“‘ishart distribution (e.g., James [15]). There seems to 
exist little literature on the N,,,,,,(O, I,,,) distribution and the associated HK(“‘) 
polynomials. We just note that Hayakawa and Kikuchi [12] derived the 
moments of functions of traces of X which is N,,,,,,(O, I,,,), by utilizing the 
abovementioned limiting property of the Wishart distribution. 
An m X n rectangular random matrix Y is said to have the m X n 
rectangular matrix-variate standard normal N,,, x ,,(O, I,,, 8 I,,) distribution if 
the p.d.f. with respect to the Lebesgue measure dY = n;1=, nJ’=, cZyjr, 
Y = ( yjl), is 
a(“‘“)( y) = (25--“1’1’2etr( -W’/2), (1.2) 
[i.e., the mn elements of Y have mutually independent N(O, 1) distributions]. 
The Hermite polynomials H, (““‘)(Y >, K t- k = 0, 1, , constitute the com- 
plete system of orthogonal polynomials associated with the N,,,x ,,(O, I,,, @ Z,l> 
distribution. Hen [13, Section 41 gave a general definition of Her-mite 
polynomials in rectangular matrix argument, and Hayakawa [ll] discussed 
their properties. 
The Laguerre polynomials L:(X), K t k = 0, 1, . . . , in an m X m sym- 
metric matrix X constitute the complete system of orthogonal polynomials 
associated with the Wishart W,,,@(r + p), Z,,,/2) distribution [ p = (m + 
1)/2], whose p.d.f. is 
q.(X) = [ r,,,( f- + p)] -’ etr( -X> IXI’, (1.3) 
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where r,,,(a) E 7T”1(‘1J - ])I4 
a general d f ‘t’ 
nJ’=, T(a - (j - 1)/2). Herz 113, Section 4] gave 
e ml ion of Laguerre polynomials, and Constantine [6] discussed 
their fundamental properties. 
The discussion of zonal polynomials and invariant polynomials with multi- 
ple matrix arguments are useful throughout this paper. In Section 2, a brief 
summary on these polynomials is given, together with some related results 
which will be utilized in later sections. 
The Hermite and Laguerre polynomials in a one-dimensional variable, 
known as classical orthogonal polynomials, have been discussed thoroughly in 
a large literature; systematic treatments may be found, e.g., in Erddlyi [lo] 
and Szego [23]. The orthogonal polynomials in several variables were dis- 
cussed, e.g., by Erdelyi [lo] and McCullagh [lS]. It is known that each of the 
classical orthogonal polynomials in a one-dimensional variable satisfies the 
Rodrigues formula (a differential equation), expressed with respect to the 
associating p.d.f. and the ordinary differential (see, e.g., Erdelyi [lo, Chapter 
10.6, (l)]). The main purpose of our study of the Hermite polynomials in this 
paper is to derive m&variate Rodrigues formulae for both Hi”“(X) and 
HJ”‘“‘(Y ). These are presented in Sections 3 and 4, respectively, with respect 
to the associating p.d.f.‘s and the multiuatiate cli;fSerential operators, i.e., the 
zonal polynomials in the matrices of differential operators, which play the 
roles of the ordinary differentials. The multivariate Rodrigues formulae and 
the associated Hermite polynomials are of great use in asymptotic multivari- 
ate distribution theory for matrix variates. The general forms of the series 
(Edgeworth) expansions for distributions of both symmetric and rectangular 
random matrices are presented (with the initial approximating standard 
normal distributions and in terms of the Hermite polynomials in symmetric 
and rectangular matrices). An asymptotic (Edgeworth) expansion for the 
distribution of a scale mixture of the N,,,,,,(O, I,,,) matrix variate is derived as a 
simple example. More applications will be discussed in another paper. 
It is noted that the polynomials I,‘, and H!““” have been utilized to 
express multivariate distributions in series expansions. See, e.g., Constantine 
[6] and Shah [22] for the former, and Hayakawa [lI] for the latter. 
Sections 3 and 4 are also concerned with series expansions and recurrence 
relationships for the polynomials H,‘“” and H,‘“‘“‘, respectively. 
We have not been able to find Rodrigues formulae for the I,:( XI. 
However, alternative differential equations, which may be of some impor- 
tance, for L:(X) are shown in Section 5. Section 5 also gives series expan- 
sions, related results, and limit properties for the polynomials L:. 
The discussions in this paper can be extended to the case of multiple 
matrices, in which the invariant polynomials with multiple matrix arguments 
(e.g., Davis [7-91, Chikuse [l], Chikuse and Davis [3, 41) are utilized. The 
generalized Laguerre polynomials in multiple matrices (defined by Chikuse 
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and Davis [3]), th e g eneralized Hermite polynomials in multiple matrices, and 
their various properties and applications in multivariate distribution theory 
will be discussed in a later paper. 
Before closing this section we note that Johnson and Kotz [I6], Mardia 
[I7], Ord 1191, and Patil et al. [2I] may be useful for discussions of orthogonal 
polynomials and distributions of univariate and multivariate variables. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
2.1. Zonal Polynomials and lnzjariant Polynomials in Multiple Matrices 
Zonal Polynomials. The zonal polynomials C,(X) are defined in the 
theory of group representations of the real linear group Gl(m, R) of m x m 
nonsingular matrices in the vector space P,J X) of homogeneous polynomials 
of degree k in the elements of an m X m symmetric matrix X. The C,(X) 
span each of the irreducible invariant subspaces in the direct-sum decomposi- 
tion, induced by the representation of Gl(m, R), of the space P,(X), having 
the property of invariance under the transformation X + HXH ‘, H E O(m), 
where O(m) is the orthogonal group of m X m orthonormal matrices. The 
polynomial (tr X)” then has a unique decomposition (tr X)” = C, C,(X), 
where the sum extends over all ordered partitions of k. The C,( X ), K t k = 
O,l,..., constitute a basis of the space of all homogeneous symmetric 
polynomials in the latent roots of X. See James [14] and Constantine [5] for a 
detailed discussion of the zonal polynomials, and Parkhurst and James [20] for 
the tables up to degree 12. 
Invariant Polynomials. The multivariate distribution theory with more 
than one matrix variates and parameters necessarily involves the discussion of 
invariant polynomials with multiple matrix arguments. The invariant polyno- 
mials C$‘*(X, Y) with two m X m symmetric matrix arguments X and Y 
were defined (Davis [7, S]), as extensions of the zonal polynomials, in the 
theory of group representations of Gl( m, R) in the vector space Pk. 1(X, Y) of 
homogeneous polynomials of degree k, 1 in the elements of X, Y, respec- 
tively. The polynomial C$‘ “(X, Y 1 is defined when the irreducible represen- 
tation indexed by [2 41 (4 + (k + 1)) occurs in the decomposition of the 
Kronecker product [2 K] 8 [2A] f o irre UCI d >‘bl e representations indexed by 
[2~] and [2h]. The C,“.“(X,Y) p s an each of irreducible invariant subspaces 
in the corresponding direct-sum decomposition, induced by the representa- 
tion of Gl( m, R), of the space Pk. [(X, Y ), having the property of invariance 
under the simultaneous transformations H + HXH ‘, Y + HYH ‘, H E O(m). 
For a given k, 1, the C$‘ *\( X, Y > are expressed as linear combinations of the 
distinct products of traces, (tr X”lY “1X” *** Y’(tr X”sY ‘2X’.? *.* Y’ *** , of 
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total degree k, 1 in the elements of X, Y, respectively. The polynomials 
C;‘“(X, Y) have been extended to the polynomials C;l‘ .” “(Xi,. , X,) 
with any number r > 2 of symmetric matrix arguments by Chikuse [l]. See 
e.g., Davis [7-g], Ch’k 1 use [I], and Chikuse and Davis [3, 41 for a detailed 
discussion of the polynomials C$l‘. ‘. K~. 
Useful Results. The following two basic formulae are frequently utilized 
throughout this paper: 
/ 
C,( AHXH’) clH = 
CK( A)CK(X) 
O(m) C,(Z) ’ 
(2.1) 
where (EH is the normalized invariant measure (i.e., jo(,,,) cEH = I) on D(m); 
and 
/ 
Ocr,ljCI( AHXH’)C,( BHYH’) dH = c 
C;.^( A, B)C;.*( X, Y) 
c$E K.h C&) ’ 
(2.2) 
where the sum on the right-hand side (r.h.s.) ranges over the representations 
1241 occurring in the decomposition of [2 K] 8 [2h]. It should be noted that 
a representation 24 may occur in (2.2) with multiplicity greater than one. 
The appropriate multiplicity of 4 is implied by the notation in (2.2) but in 
other situations may need to be indicated explicitly, e.g., by C,., 6: 
CK(X)C,(X) = c &**c~*(x)’ g$ = 
4’EK.A 
,E_ ( %?A)e (2.3) 
(Davis [7, (2.10)]), where 0:‘* = C,$,*(Z, Z)/C,(Z), and I,., K ,, implies 
that we sum over the inequivalent representations [2$*] (ignoring the 
multiplicity) occurring in [2~] @ ]2A]. Here 
CK(W = c rl,.&(T) for suitable coefficients n. (2.4) 
&E K.K 
(See Chikuse and Davis 13, (2.10)]). 
2.2. Multivariate Meixner Distributions and Taylor Expansions 
for Matrix 
Multivariate invariant (biinvariant) Meixner distributions of random matri- 
ces have been defined and discussed by Chikuse 121. Here, the distribution of 
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an m x m symmetric [m x n rectangular] random matrix X is said to be 
invariant [biinvariant] if the distribution of X is invariant under the transfor- 
mation X + HXH’, H E O(m) [X + H,XHk, H, E O(m), H, E O(n)]. 
(i) An m X m symmetric random matrix X is said to belong to the class 
of continuous invariant Meixner distributions defined by U(T) if the generat- 
ing function (g.f.) for the associated orthogonal polynomials (P,(X)] is of the 
form, for T an m X m symmetric matrix, 
k=O K k!C,( I) / 
etr[ HXH’U(T)] dH 
M(U(T)) 
(2.5) 
CM ,,1) 
PK(X)CK(T) 
= 
Here, M(T) = E[etdTX)] is the moment generating function (m.g.f.) of X, 
and U(T) is an analytic m X m symmetric matrix-valued function of T with 
U(0) = 0. 
(ii) An m X n rectangular random matrix Y is said to belong to the class 
of continuous biinvariant Meixner distributions defined by U(T) if the g.f. 
for the associated orthogonal polynomials {P,(Y )] is of the form, for T an 
m X n matrix, 
P,(Y)CK(TT’) 
/ I 
etr[ H,YH;U’(T)] dH, dH, 
k=O K k!C,(Z) = O(n) O(m) M(U(T)) ’ (2’6) 
where, M(T) = E[etr(T ‘Y >] is th e m.g.f. of Y, and U(T) is an analytic 
m x n matrix-valued function of T with U(0) = 0. 
The multivariate distributions whose associated orthogonal polynomials 
are treated in this paper all belong to the class (i) or (ii), and the definitions 
(2.5) and (2.6) will be useful in later sections. 
Let us define the matrices of differential operators 
for X = ( xjr) symmetric, 
(2.7.1), 
for X rectangular, 
(2.7.2) 
6 being Kronecker’s delta The following lemma gives Taylor expansions for 
functions of a matrix argument. 
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LEMMA 2.1. 
(i) Taylor’s expansions for symmetric matrix. Zf h,(R) is an analytic 
function of an m x m synzmetric matrix R, then we can u;n’te 
h,(U + R) = etr( RdU) h,(U) = f c CK(R dz)h,(r;) , (2.8) 
k=O K 
and hence 
(2.9) 
(ii) Taylor’s expansions for rectangular matrix. Zf h,(R) is an analytic 
function of an m x n rectangular matrix R, then u;e cun u;n’te 
h,( U + R) = etr( R’dU) h,(U) = 5 c ‘KC R’ dz)h’(u) , (2.10) 
k=o K 
and hence 
hz(R) = f c CA R’ Ju)h,(u) I”=<, 
k=o K k! 
(2.11) 
3. HERMITE POLYNOMIALS IN A SYMMETRIC MATRIX 
3.1. Series (Edgeworth) Expansions for a Symmetric Random Matrix 
Let X be an m X m symmetric random matrix, whose p.d.f. f(X) is 
invariant under the transformation X + HXH’, H E O(m). Now, we shall 
express f< X) as a series expansion with the initial approximating p.d.f. f,(X) 
which is also invariant. We assume that all the cum&ants, as defined below, 
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of f(X) and of f,,(X) exist. We write the characteristic function (c.f.) of 
f(X) as Qf(T), for T an m X m symmetric matrix: 
@f(T) = 
= 
//,I, 
m 
)etr( iTffXH’) f( X) dHdX = /(,F,,( X, iT)f( X) dX 
ZCK( iT) 
k!C,( Z) 
I 
’ 
(3.1) 
where the integration with respect to X is over the space of m X m 
symmetric matrices, ,r F,, is a hypergeometric function in two matrices (see 
e.g. James [14]), and the ZK are the cumulants of f(X) with respect to 
C,(X) in the sense mentioned above. Then, letting the @ be the cumulants 
of f,,(X), we can write 
(-% -%)C,(iT) 
k!C,( I) 1 
%CK(iT) 
k!C,( I) 1 ’ say. (3.2) 
Here, the explicit relationships between the 77, and the ZK are obtained by 
comparing the terms in (3.2); e.g., we have, with & =ZK -z’, 
for K k 2, 
(3.3) 
for K t- 3; 
where we have utilized (2.3). 
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Now, let 9(X) be any polynomial that is invariant, and dX the matrix of 
differential operators defined by (2.7.1). Th en, utilizing the inversion formula 
and noting that 
L3( JX) etr( AX) =9( A) etr( AX), (3.4) 
we have 
.C2( -dX)f( X) = a,,,/g( iT) etr( -iXT) Qj(T) (ET, (3.5) 
where 
(3.6) 
Substituting (3.2) and utilizing (3.5), with .9(X) = C,(X) for each ordered 
partition K, we obtain 
f(X) = cr,,,(etr( -iXT) Q,,,(T) cZT 
C,( iT) etr( -iXT)afi,(T) dT 
[ 
cc 
l+ k;, ;
rlKCK( -ax) 
k!C,( I) I fo(X>. (3.7) 
In general, Q,(X) = [C,( - JX)f,,(X)]/‘,( X) may not be a polynomial 
in X. We shall show in Section 3.2 that, when f,,(X) is q(““(X), the p.d.f. of 
the distribution N,,,,,,(O, I,,,), the Q,(X) are polynomials, i.e., the Hermite 
H,““‘(X) polynomials. The series (3.7) may then give the Edgeworth expan- 
sion of f< X ). 
3.2. Rodrigues Formula for the H,““‘(X) 
The Hermite polynomials H, (“‘)(X> have been defined (in Section 1) as 
the orthogonal polynomials associated with the N,,, ,(O, I, > distribution, whose 
p.d.f. q(“‘)(X) is gi ven by (1.1). The N,,,,,,(O, I,,,) distribution is a multivariate 
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invariant Meixner distribution defined by (2.5), with U(T) = T and M(T) = 
etr(T"/2), so that the gf. for the HJ”” is 
/o(,,ijetr( HXH'T) dH. (3.8) 
Multiplying by p’““(X) on both sides of (3.8) yields the left-hand side (1.h.s.) 
k!C,(z) ’ (3.9) 
and the r.h.s. 
/ 
q("')( H'TH - X) dH 
O(m) 
= L(,,,etr[ H'THd(-X)] p(""(-X)dH [from (2.8)] 
C,(T)C,(-dX)cp'""(X) 
k!C,(z) ' 
(3.10) 
from the invariance of I’“” and (2.1). Comparing the coefficients of 
C,(T) in (3.9) and (3.10) establishes 
THEOREM 3.1 [Rodrigues formula for the Hi"')(X)]. 
H;““( X)cp'""( x) = c,( -ax)cpw( x). (3.11) 
Thus, we confirm the statement made at the end of Section 3.1 in 
connection with the Edgeworth expansion. 
It is noted that (3.11) for m = 1 reduces to the well-known Rodrigues 
formula for the classical Hermite polynomials in a one-dimensional variable 
(see e.g., Szegii [23, (5.5.3)]). 
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3.3. Various Properties of the HK(“*)( X 1 
Series Expansion j%r C,(dX)H,““‘( X). Apply C,(dX), A k 1, to both 
sides of the gf. (3.8); we call the resulting equation Z,(T; X). Then the r.h.s. 
of 8,(T; X) is, in view of (3.4), 
5 c HY’( X)C*(T)C,(T) 
k=O K k!C,( 1) . 
(3.12) 
Utilizing (2.3) in (3.12), and then comparing the coefficients of C,(T) in the 
resulting (3.12) and the 1.h.s. of 8&T; X), we establish 
THEOREM 3.2. 
C,( ax) H,‘““( X) 
k!C,( I) 
= ,,& $$I;‘(:i, (3.13) 
rr 
(KEA.V) 
Series Expansion for H:““(X) in Terms of the C,(X) and Vice Versa. The 
r.h.s. of the g.f. (3.8) is written as 
c 77, PC&m [from (2.4)] 
pE 7’7 
c g&C,*(T) [from (241 
s f.7 t lC*t(T.p 1 
=ccic 
k = 0 K s = 0 (T 
(zt=k--.O (KtrP) 
(3.14) 
Comparing the coefficients of C,(T) in the 1.h.s. of (3.8) and (3.14) estab- 
lishes 
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THEOKEM 3.3. 
Ccr(X) 
s!C,( I) 
. (3.15) 
We note in (3.15) that the term of highest degree ( = k) is C,( X) and 
that, for k even (odd), only the terms of even (odd) degree in X appear in 
the expansion. The exact expressions for the H,!“‘)(X) for the first few 
degrees are given by 
Hl,‘;‘)( X) = C,,,(X) = tr X, 
H&y X) = C,,)(X) - m(m3+ 2, ) 
H(yi;‘( X) = C&X) + 
m( m - 1) 
3 , 
H(y( X) = C,,)(X) - (m + 2>(m + W(,,V) 
5 
H&v x > = C(21)( x> - 3(m - l)(,n + 2)C[,,(X) 
10 
H$;'( X) = C,,i,( X) + 
(m - l>(m - W(l)(X) 
2 
H&')(X) = C,,,(X) - 6(m + 4)(m + W(2,V) 
35 
+ m(m + 2)(m + 4)(m + 6) 
35 
H$;( X) = Cc,+ X) - 
16( m2 - 1) Cd X ) 
15 
+( m + l)( m + 2)C(,r,( X) + 7m( m + 2)( m2 - 1) 
3 30 
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q,‘;‘:(x) = C,:,,,(X) - 
2( r?l - l)( m + 4)C(,,( X) 
21 
2( m + 2)( 112 + 4)C& X) 
- 
3 
2m( ?II - l)( m + 2)( 111 + 4) 
21 
H$;‘z’,( X) = C@,‘)(X) + 
4( m - l)( 111 - 2)C@,( X) 
3 
4( m2 - 4)Cc1~)( X) 4m( I?1 - I)( 1rP - 4) 
- 
15 15 
H($)‘( X) = C,p,( X) + 
3( nz - 2)( m - 3)C& X) 
5 
+ 
m( rn - l)( m - 2)( m - 3) 
10 
(3.16) 
James [15, (3.23)] g ave a recurrence relationship among the coefficients of 
H’““(X). K 
Next, we rewrite the g.f. (3.8) as 
/ 
etr( HXZZ’T) dH = etr 
H;““( X)C,(T) 
O(ru) s!C (Z) ’ <r 
whose 1.h.s. is CT=,, C,[C,(X)/k!C,(Z)]C,(T). Thus, a similar procedure 
leads to 
THEOREM 3.4. The series expansion of C,(X)/k!C,(I) is given by the 
r.h.s. of (3.15) with 2’ and H$“‘(X) replacing ( - 2)’ and C,(X), respectively. 
Recurrence Relationships. Apply C,,,(-dX) to both sides of (3.11). 
Then, utilizing (3.11) repeatedly, we have the 1.h.s. 
[ C,,,( - ax) H,““‘( X)] cp”“‘( X) + H,‘““( X)C,,,( - JX) cp”“‘( X) 
= -k!C,(Z) c s;;,,c7 H$“‘( X) 
(Tk(k- 1) (k - l)!C,( I) d”“(x) 
(KE(IhV) 
+ H;““( X) H;,‘;“( X) q(“‘)( X), from (3.13), (3.17) 
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and the r.h.s. 
c &I;, .C,*( -ax) d”“( X) 
1 
[from (2.3)] 
T*E(l).K 
= T*sl),, &I;. K W”( X) d”“( X). (3.18) 
[7*k(k+ 111 
The equations (3.17) and (3.18) together establish 
Theorem 3.5 (Recurrence relationships). 
(tr X)fp”(X) = kc,(z) c g~)JJQ”“(x) 
ut-(k-- 1) C,(Z) 
[K~(l)Vl 
+ c g;;, K H$“‘( X). 
7* E(l).K 
[T*F(k+ l,] 
(3.19) 
3.4. An Example 
We consider a scale mixture of the N,,,,,,(O, I,,,) symmetric matrix 
variate X, 
z = ax, (3.20) 
where u is a positive random variable, independent of X. We are interested 
in the asymptotic behavior of Z around u = 1, and we derive an asymptotic 
(Edgeworth) expansion of 2. 
From the inversion formula, the p.d.f. of 2 is given by 
]etr(-p: -iZT)dT], (3.21) 
where a,,, is given by (3.6) and the expectation is with respect to cr. 
Now, the inversion formula yields an alternative form of the multivariate 
Rodrigues formula (3.11), 
HK(“‘)( X) q’“‘)( X) = a,t,/C,( iT) etr (-G -iXT)dT. (3.22) 
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Expanding etr[ - (cr ’ - I)T”/2] in terms of T, in view of (2.4), in (3.21) and 
then utilizing (3.22) we obtain an asymptotic expansion of Z, 
f(Z) = p(“‘)( Z) + c c c L#J[( 
k= I K fb‘3K.K 2”k! 
(3.23) 
4. HERMITE POLYNOMIALS IN A RECTANGULAR MATRIX 
4.1. Series (Edgeuxrth) E *p x ansions jb- CL Rectangular Random Matm’x 
Let Y be an m X n rectangular random matrix, whose p.d.f. g(Y) is 
biinvariant under the transformation Y + H,YHk, H, E O(m), H, E O(n). 
Now, we shall express g(Y) as a series expansion with the initial approximat- 
ing p.d.f. g,,(Y ), which is also biinvariant. We assume that all the cumulants, 
as defined below, of g(Y) and of go(Y) exist. The cf. of g(Y) is, for T an 
m X n matrix, 
-%KC,(TT’) 
k!C,( I) 1 ’ (4.1) 
where the integration with respect to Y is over the space of m X n matrices, 
(,F, is a hypergeometric function in two matrices, (a), = nJ’= ,(a - (j - 
1)/2),,, (a), = a(a + 1) **a (n + k - 1) for K = (k,, . . , k,,,), and the x2, 
are the cumulants of g(Y ) with respect to C,(YY’) in the sense mentioned 
above. Then, by the standard method, we can write 
I > (4.2) 
where the czK are functions of the cumulants of g(Y) and of g,(Y ). 
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Now, let L&Y) be any polynomial that is biinvariant, and dY the matrix 
of differential operators defined by (2.7.2). Then, utilizing the inversion 
formula and noting that 
9(JY)etr(Z?‘Y) =9(B)etr(B’Y), (4.3) 
we have 
9( -JY)g(Yj = u,,,,, /a( iT) etr( -iYT’) (D,(T) (ET, (4.4) 
where 
n 
,,I ,I 
= +y’. (4.5) 
Substituting (4.2) and utilizing (4.4), with @Y ) = C,( YY ‘) for each ordered 
partition K, we obtain 
g(Y) = u,,,,, / ( etr - 1’YT’) @,,,( 7’) clT 
:EfFF) /C,(TT’) etr( -iYT’)@JT) dT 
k=lK .K 
1 + E c LCK( -JYaY’) 
k!C,( I) 1 
t%(Y). 
k=l K 
(4.6) 
In general, QK(Y ) = [C,( - d Y d Y ‘)g,,(Y )]/gJY) may not be a polyno- 
mial in Y. We shall show in Section 4.2 that, when g,,(Y) is q(“““‘(Y ), the 
p.d.f. of the N,,,. ,,(O, I,,, @ I,,) distribution, the QK(Y ) are polynomials, i.e., 
the Hermite polynomials ZZ,“““‘(Y ). The series (4.6) may then give the 
Edgeworth expansion of g(Y 1. 
4.2. Rodrigues Formula for the H:“““(Y) 
The Hermite H,‘“‘“‘(Y > polyn omials have been defined (in Section 1) as 
the orthogonal polynomials associated with the N,,, x ,,(O, I,,, @ I,,) distribution, 
whose p.d.f. p(“‘“)(Y) is given by (1.2). 
The N,,,, ,,(O, I, 8 I,) distribution is a multivariate biinvariant Meixner 
distribution defined by (2.6), with U(T) = T and M(T) = etdTT’/2), so 
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that the g.f. for the HK(““‘) is 
fc Hp’(Y)C,(TT’) 
k=O K k!C,( Z) 
Multiply by q c”Ln)(Y > on both sides of (4.7); we call the resulting equation 
iFz(T; Y >. Then, the r.h.s. of k??‘,(T; Y > is 
/ / 
qd”“‘)( H;TH, - Y) dH, c/H, 
O(n) O(m) 
= /oc,,$o(,,letr[ H;TH,a( -Y)] cp”““‘( -Y) dH, dH, 
[from (2.10)] 
(from the biinvariance of cp (““‘)(Y) and James [ 14, (27)]) 
=k 
C,(TT’)C,( dYdY’)cp’“‘“‘(Y) 
4”( n/2) .k!C,( I) 
(4.8) 
k=O K 
Comparing the coefficients of C,(TT’) in (4.8) and the 1.h.s. of Z’?,(T; Y ), we 
establish 
THEOREM 4.1 [Rodrigues formula for the Hi”“‘)(Y )]. 
ff,“““‘(Y)d”‘“‘(Y) = [4~(n/2),]-‘~,(~YdY’)cp(““‘)(Y). (4.9) 
Here we recall the statement at the end of Section 4.1 in connection with 
the Edgeworth expansion. 
4.3. Various Properties (If the H:“‘“‘(Y). 
As in Section 3.3, we obtain the following results. 
Series Expansion jbr C,(dY d Y ‘)HK(““‘)(Y ). 
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THEOREM 4.2. 
C*(dYdY’)H,“““‘(Y) g;..HJ”l’l)(Y) 
k!C,( z) = ,,;_r, (k - l)!C,(z) ’ 
(4.10) 
(KfIh.U) 
Series Expansion jb- HJ”““(Y ) in Terms of the C,(YY’) and Vice Versa. 
THEOREM 4.3. One has 
(4’11) 
(KETCT) 
and 
C,( fl’> 
k!(n/2)KCK(Z) 
Recurrence Relationships 
THEOREM 4.4. 
[tr(yy') _ mn] HK(J)d(y) = _kC,( 1) c 
u+(k- I) 
g’rucH~;;(y’ 
I7 
[K‘=(l)Vl 
+4 
c (n/%&i;, ,c H::““‘( Y ) 
7-* E(l).K (n/2), ’ 
[T*t(k+ 111 
(4.13) 
5. LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS IN MATRIX ARGUMENT 
5.1. Diflerential Equations for the L:(X) 
The Laguerre polynomials L’, have been defined (in Section 1) as the 
orthogonal polynomials associated with the Wishhart W,,,(2(r + p>, I,/21 
distribution [ p = (m + 1)/2], whose p.d.f. w,(X) is given by (1.3). 
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Let us find a differential operator @“(ax), dX being defined by (2.7.1), 
such that 
qy’( dX)w,( X) = L’,( X)q.( X). 
The “centered’ W,,,(2(r + p), 1,,,/2) distribution is a multivariate invariant 
Meixner distribution defined by (2.5), with U(T) = -T(l - T)-’ and 
M(T) = II - TI-r-J’, so that the g.f. for the L: is 
EC UX)CK(T) k!C,( Z) = 11 - Tl-‘-“/ etr[ -HXH’T( I - T))‘] dH. k=O K O(ru) 
(5.1) 
Multiply by W,(X) on both sides of (5.1); we call the resulting equation 
Zs(T; X). Then the r.h.s. of kFs,(T; X) is 
II - TI-” jo(.~yr(~~r~(~ - T)-'H + x)d~ 
= II - TI-I' /oC,,tjetr[ XH'T(Z - T)-'HER] wr(R)IRTX dH 
[from (2.8)] 
= 11 - TI-" 5 c 
C,(T(Z - T)-')C,(XaR)u;,(R)I,=, 
. (5.2) 
s = 0 I7 s!C,( I) 
Now, Davis [7, (6.19)] leads to 
C,(T( 1 - T)-‘)IZ - TI-1’ zz 5 c c (p)K;$;,~;*O (5.3) 
I=0 7 K*ETu 
Substituting (5.3) in (5.2) gives 
?zfc c ( PL*ts71*Ab(~FA x aR)%( WI,=, . (5,4) 
.s=o c7 t=o 7 K*ETO ( p),s!t!C,( I> 
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Comparing the coefficients of C,(T) in (5.4) and the 1.h.s. of Z&T; X), in 
view of the series expansion (5.13) for the L’I, polynomial, we establish 
THEOREM 5.1 [A differential equation for the L’,( X I]. 
L’,( X)q( X) =Li( -XdR)tc;,( R)I,=,. (5.5) 
We have not been able to find a Rodrigues formula for the L:(X), which 
might correspond to the well-known univariate one (see e.g., Szegii [23, 
(5.15)1), 
fl’ 
Li( x)e-.‘xr = p(ep”x’+“). (5.6) 
Indeed, to the author’s knowledge, even the univariate version of (5.5) for 
m = 1 seems to have not been found. It can be seen that (5.5) for m = 1, 
together with (5.6) leads to a new relationship for the Laguerre polynomials 
in a one-dimensional variable, 
L’,‘+(x) L;(x) 
=- 
S! k! (5.7) 
Next, we shall show an alternative differential equation for the L’,(X). 
We can rewrite the r.h.s. of Z?:JI’; X) in the alternative form 
IWI’/ gr(W - H’THW) dH 
O(n1) 
= IWI”/ 
O(l?l) 
etr( -H’THWdR) g,.( R)I,3=,, dH [from (2.8)] 
k=o K k!C,( z) 
(5.8) 
where W = X-’ and g,(W) = [T,(r + P)]-~ etl(-W-‘)lWl-‘-“. Compar- 
ing the coefficients of C,(T) in (5.8) and the 1.h.s. of E3(T; X), we establish 
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THEOREM 5.2 [An alternative differential equation for the L:(X)]. 
L:( X)w,( X) = 
r,,l(f- + 2P) - 
r,Al- + P) 
1x1 I’CK( -x-l dR)w,,,,(AqR_,_, . 
(5.9) 
5.2. Various Properties of the L:(X) 
Series Expansion jk- UK(X) in Terms of the C,(X) and Vice Versa. 
Expanding the r.h.s. of the g.f. (5.1) as 
II - TIP’-” c c 
(- l)‘C,( X)C,(T( I - T)-‘) 
(5.10) 
u=o c7 s!C,( I) 
and substituting (5.3) into (5.10), the coefficient of C,(T)/k!C,(Z) in the 
resulting (5.10) yields 
LXX) = i c c (-lw- +PL6&7wc(~) c (x). (5 11) 
r=o (r rF(k-s) (r + p),s!(k - ,s)!C,( Z) w 
(KE7.ff) 
NOW, put aK,v = C7C(li__Y)(Kti.(T)[k!/~!(k - s)!lg,!,; nmely, the aK.w are 
defined by 
(5.12) 
Then, (5.11) leads to 
THEOREM 5.3. 
L:(X) = (r + P).CK(Z),$$] lj (ry-;))‘;.;z) C,(X). (q5.13) 
cr IJ 
The series expansion (5.13) for L’,(X) has been given by Constantine [6, 
(ZO)], utilizing an integral definition of L:(X). We note in (5.13) that the 
term of highest degree ( = k) is ( - l)“C,( X 1, and that L;,,(X) = - tr X + 
m(r + p). 
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Now, we show 
THEOREM 5.4. 
(i) Let {V,) and (W,} b e t um sequences. Then either of the following 
relationships implies the other: 
(-l)n 
v,=(r+P).C,(r)Y@j (r+p) c”‘;I)WU> (5.14.1) 
fJ Cr 
(5.14.2) 
(ii) It is seen from (5.13) and (i) that the series expansion of C,(X) is 
given by the r.h.s. of (5.13) with L’,(X) replacing C,( X ). 
Proof. Since, from the definition (5.12) of the CZ,, ~, we have 
CK( A) CK(Z - (1 -A)) (- hLwc,(z - A) ~ = 
CA 1) C,(Z) 
=ic 
s=o c7 C,(Z) 
it is seen that, for K t- k and A E 1 (1 G k), 
If (5.14.1) is true, the r.h.s. of (5.14.2) with (5.14.1) substituted, in view of 
(5.15), becomes WK. n 
The following relationship between the Hermite Hj”“” polynomials and 
the Laguerre polynomials may be worth noting (see Hayakawa [ll, (lo>]): 
,!l-lli-1,/~(,‘) = ( -2)“(n/2),H!““‘)(2’/2y). 
K (5.16) 
The equivalence of the series expansions in Theorem 4.3 to those in 
Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 is ensured. We may obtain recurrence relationships for 
the Laguerre polynomials from those in Theorem 4.4. 
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H”“‘(X) as a Limit ofL:(X). The p.d.f. c#“““( X> (1.1) of the iV,,,,,,(O, I,,,) 
distrktion and the g.f. (3.8) for the Hj”“( X) are obtained by letting 
X + r’12X + t-1 and T -+ --r-“‘T, and then ?- -+ 00, 
in the p.d.f. u;,.(X) (3.1) of the W,,,(2(r + p), I,,,/21 distribution and the g.f. 
(5.1) for the L’,(X), respectively. So H, (“‘)(X> is defined as the limit 
H,(X) = ( - 1)” lim P-“~L:( r’/“X + rl). (5.17) 
I-+= 
A Limit Property of the L:(X). Substituting the series expansion (5.13) 
for L:(X), and noting (r + p), = O(r”), etc., and (5.121, we can readily 
show a matrix version of Szegii’s equation [23, p. 3811; 
lim r-“L’,( rX) = C,( I - X). 
r+= 
(5.18) 
The author is tiey grateful to the referee jb indunhle comments and 
suggestions, which led to an improved oersion (If this paper. 
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